
Don’t Underestimate Unit 354 

Imagine that for a year you’ve scheduled and planned for a week-long special event, invited hundreds of 
people to attend, gathered speakers, contracted with the venue, organized volunteers, ordered food, 
then two days before the start of the activities received notice that your venue closed due to “an act of 
God.” A monsoon flood knocked out Arizona Public Service power and took out the Talking Stick Resort’s 
(TSR) primary and auxiliary generators. The pumps were powerless, so the ground floor of the facility 
went under water. You have to live in the desert southwest to appreciate the impact of the summer 
monsoon season. Haboobs blow tremendous dust storms that cover everything with grit and reduce 
visibility to near zero and flash floods go from dry ground to inundation in minutes.  

An “act of God” is the legal term in the contract written between Unit 354 and TSR. It protects TSR from 
any financial liability to the Unit’s lost revenue. It’s too soon to know the financial impacts having the 
hotel and convention closed or how many people chose to cancel their attendance to the tournament. 
Those people missed out on a great time. Unit 354, led by the tournament chairperson JoAnne Lowe, 
pulled off a mini miracle and held the tournament anyway. 

Saturday morning, after TSR contacted JoAnne about the closure for the week, she set up 
communication lines with the head Director and Unit board members to discuss possible alternatives. In 
order to pull this off, they needed the commitments from two Scottsdale bridge club owners to use their 
facilities. In Tempo Bridge Center (owner: Kandi Osborne) on East Rose Lane and Bridge On Shea 
(managers: Suzettte Wynn, Liz Erling and Sallie Dillian) at 7000 East Shea Boulevard opened their doors 
to the Unit.  

While TSR contacted the reservation holders and worked to identify alternate housing, JoAnne and the 
volunteers blasted email communications out to all known addresses, helped set the game schedule for 
each club, reserved food trucks to appear during lunch, and transported and set up the bridge 
essentials. During the week both sites staffed a partnership desk, registration desk, setup and cleanup 
work crews, and made multiple food runs so there were always munchies available during the games. 
Sunday Swiss lunch was provided by the Unit. Some of the volunteers gave up their games so they could 
be on call.  

The people who scrambled to hold this tournament despite all of the obstacles deserve all the support, 
financial and otherwise, that D17 can provide. We look forward to next year’s Phoenix Desert Empire 
Regional at Talking Stick Resort and Casino August 12 -18, 2019. 

D’Anne Pientka 

 

 


